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lovingly optimistic
fractured. identity
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Rain Suite no. 1
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\( \text{\textit{mp}} \)

\( \text{\textit{mf}} \)
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place hands on keyboard when beginning
II. Storm
from "Rain Suite"

*X - hold down damper pedal and flick sos. pedal to create a ringing, thud sound
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\[ j = 80 \]

Release pedal at performer's discretion, going for muddy

Detached, like violent rainfall
As the Wind Wails
for hav
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As the cold wind wails, and the frost bites their skin.

A soft touch, a warm embrace ignites their soul with.
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The fires of their hearts

Inter-twined, bonded as one. The violence of the wind and rain.

Re-pelled as they
Through turn to run.

war and strife, as storm and mist loom.

I will not forget these moments etched on my very soul.
Ah_
Ah_ 
Ah_
Ah_

E-ven as they sit,

molto rit.

Dream-in-g a-bout their life,
In their home a-lone,
as_ the
wind wails.
Garden of Earthly Delights
Brakhage Film Score Project
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black ice

a study in stillness
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